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Samsung Galaxy S6 and Galaxy Edge Revealed,
Official Announcement Coming March 1st ::
With less than a month to go before Samsung officially announces their next big
flagship, CNET Korea has recieved a promotional image featuring the Galaxy S6
and the Galaxy Edge. This image, which follows suit to the leaks we’ve seen before, confirms that Samsung will have 2 varients of the next big thing.
The Galaxy S6 will feature a simiar design to the previous itinerations, although
this time it will sport a metal frame and a protruding camera, suggesting a much
more powerful update to the Galaxy’s camera. It does also look like that the metal
body does not feature the ability to remove the back panel and access the battery,
but certainty won’t be upon us until Samsung officially unveils the phones at the
Mobile World Conference in Barcelona on March 1st.
Perhaps the most discussed rumor about the S6 is the inclusion of the curved
screen seen on the Galaxy Note Edge. The leaked image reveals that there will be
a second option for Galaxy users in the form of the Galaxy Edge. Although it is the
same size and will feature the same frame as the S6, the Galaxy Edge will have a
curved screen much like the Note Edge, only it looks to have the screen curve off
of both sides as opposed to the single curve found on the Note.
Although nothing is for certain until the March 1st announcement, it definitely
looks like Samsung is pulling out all the stops for the next big thing in what promises to be their most ambitious smartphone to date. ::

Lumo Lift
It’s not news to anyone that most of us don’t have
the best posture. With countless products and how-to’s
out there to improve our posture, it’s no surprise that
now our smart devices will contribute. With Lumo Lift,
you can track your daily posture with a small bluetooth
device that pins onto your clothing and communicates
your posture throughout the day to your smart phone or
tablet. Aside from posture, Lumo Lift can also track steps,
calories burned, and other fitness centric features we’ve
seen in many wearables. With it’s coach feature, Lumo
Lift will take the info it recieves and offer suggestions
to better improve your day-to-day health. And with the
newly-released styles, Lumo Lift can blend in with any
outfit you wear.
You can order Lumo Lift through their website, and
they’re currently running a Valentine’s deal to get a pair
of Lumo Lifts for $159.

Samsung develops so many components for
other phones that it’s predicted that by this time
next year, there will be just as many if not more
Samsung parts in an iPhone than a Galaxy.

Northrop Frye

Flashlight apps are nothing too special, most
phones now come with a
built in flashlight widget.
But ClickLight adds some
convenience. When active,
you can simply doubletap
your power button to toggle the light on or off.

What does the “S” in “Galaxy S...” stand for?
A.) Speed

B.) Samsung

C.) Super

D.) Series

Last Week’s Answer: 70% of all cell phones use Samsung DRAM processing chips.

